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摘  要 
 





















































Export tax rebate is the country to be strengthen the completion of export product 
price of ability, the taxation department will return the indirect tax for exporter in the 
commodity, thus enable the export commodity go into international market taxation to 
participate competitive after rebate, it is a kind of policies and systems. It is a widely 
received method by all the countries in the world which is normally used in 
international trade business, with a view to encourage equity and competition of 
exportation goods. Chinese export tax rebate system was firstly put into practice in 
1985. Since then, it has been becoming an increasingly important part of the taxation 
system of our country, especially after the course of the constantly adjustment and 
reformation in 1994. The adjustment of export rebates policy will cause influence for 
all partier's benefit. Not only vital interests of the company and relevant department 
but also financial interests of the central and local government, in long time, it will 
give rise to influence for foreign trade and economy of our country. The practice 
proved that the export rebates plays very important effect on the earn foreign 
exchange through export、optimize resource allocation, enterprise development and 
promoting national economy. 
This paper includes an “Introduction” and the four main parts. The introduction 
explained the background and significance of the topic, gave an overview of the 
current research situation at home and abroad, and the study method, research frame, 
innovation and deficiencies of this paper. The first main part analysis the thought and 
theoretical basis of export tax rebate system. The second main part compare the 
export tax rebate system of the main counties in the world and introduce the 
development course of export tax rebate system in china. The third main part analysis 
the influence of export tax rebate policy adjustment on value of export, export growth, 
industrial structure and trade method of Xiamen by literature research method, 














forward four suggestions on export industrial structure adjustment, planning of export 
trade system, the corresponding solutions of export enterprises and supporting 
measures of government and financial department, which according to basic 
requirements of sustainable development and optimization of the industrial structure 
proposed by the government currently and reference to the advanced experience of 
other cities in the country. 
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